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-1-

When your vision begins to fade,

wear glasses and focus on your way…

Can'you'remember'a'time'when'you'were'blinded'by'any'troubles?''''''

Think'of'solutions'to'solve'them.



-2-

Bring to life your dearest objectives, if you don’t 
you’ll lose your precious incentives…

What’s'your'biggest'wish?'What'can'you'do'to'make'it'come'true?'Do'the'impossible,'just'do'it!



-3-

If love is what you feel, spread the word and 
make it spill…

Are'you'holding'back'from'expressing'what'you'feel?'Say'it,'it'feels'unreal,'but'it'heals'that'
knot'in'your'throat.



-4-

Reminding yourself of your strengths puts to 
rest your low self assess...

Find'your'power,'Rind'your'good,'
look'into'yourself'and'love'it'more'
than'anything'else!



-5-

Today was created for you to embrace…

Do'you'Rind'yourself'putting'off'what'you'really'desire,'
make'a'plan'and'step'on'the'pedal.'



-6-

Bring happiness to yourself by doing what 
brings joy to your heart and songs to your soul...

There’s'a'melody'that'runs'inside'of'you'and'you'sing'it'in'your'own'way.'
Unearth'each'second'that'makes'your'heart'melt,'embrace'the'moments'that'

may'never'be'duplicated.



-7-

Forget why you can’t,

Now adopt why you must…

Deceive'your'negative'emotions'&'embody'your'hopes'and'wishes.'Remind'
yourself'daily.



-8-

Love yourself more than anyone else will and 
serve everyone else as well as you would 

yourself...

Always'take'note'of'the'ways'you'want'life'to'treat'you'and'the'people'in'it,'
so'treat'so'beautifully'others'as'you’d'love'to'be'approached.



-9-

When you think your boat is sinking, embed your 
mind with positive thinking…

Life'is'full'of'circumstances,'the'more'we'see'the'beauty,'the'more'beauty'
sees'us.'Energy'attracts'the'same'energy.



-10-

Be patient, it pays off and your positive mind will 
begin to take off…

A'dedicated'and'persistent'soul'will'receive'in'due'time'what'it'reaps.'Your'
time'is'near'so'long'as'you'encourage'yourself.



-11-

Young I shall remain, while maturity stays ahead 
of the game…

What'is'bringing'stress'into'your'life?'Once'you'recognize'it'and'let'it'go,'let'
happiness'and'laughter'in.



-12-

Just when you’ve given up, a sign of hope seems 
to show up…

Upon'following'your'dreams'either'
personally'or'professionally,'the'

lowest'of'times'will'arise;'the'best'way'
to'deal'with'it'is'pushing'through'those'

barriers.



-13-

Believe your hype as long as your words speak 
as high as your fight…

If'you'say'you'truly'want'it,'go'for'it,'work'for'it,'sweat'for'it.



-14-

Take a dose of laughter like you’ve earned that 
masters…

It’s'so'common'to'get'so'caught'up'in'life'that'we'forget'to'enjoy'it.'Live'with'
passion'and'smile'as'you'see'it.



-15-

Love until…

Who'said'you'could'only'love'until'a'certain'point?'Your'love'is'inRinite.'
Share'it'with'others.



-16-

Take risks,

your dreams are only at your finger tips…



-17-

Figure out what you want with confidence and 
fearlessness… 

Break'the'cycle'of'“what'ifs.”'Plunge'
forward'and'follow'your'dreams.



-18-

Remind yourself every moment just how sharp 
you are…don’t just say it, believe it and act upon 

Don’t'just'polish'your'thoughts;'make'
them'happen'with'complete'force.'
Keep'in'mind'that'you'are'more'

talented'than'before.



-19-

When you think you’re walking backwards, 
sit, contemplate and plan the next step to 

look after…

Stay'present'on'a'daily'basis'then'
crawl'to'your'desired'outcome.'When'
you’ve'reached'a'steady'pace,'you’ll'
see'that'you'can'move'faster.



-20-

Some people say, “Live a little”

I say, “Live until you drop!”

There'is'no'better'time'than'
the'now,'to'make'the'move'
in'love,'life'and'for'any'
other'cause.'If'life'doesn’t'
hit'you'how'you'expect'it,'
take'your'chances'and'try'to'
perfect'it.



-21-

When you lose focus, stand still and get on 
track…

Work,'loneliness,'relationships,'and'
other'effects'can'bring'chaos'until'you'
bring'yourself'outside'of'it.'Breathe.



-22-

	 	 	 	 Harmony exists,

       Just believe…



-23-

Learn and indulge in something out of your 
element and it’ll soon be a part of your 

segment…

Open'your'mind'to'
something'or'someone'new,'
a'positive'sign'may'lead'you'
somewhere'or'someplace'

you'always'wanted'or'never'
knew'you'did.



-24-

        Walk outside and look in…

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	      What do you see?

Watch'yourself'in'connection'
to'others,'in'connection'to'
yourself'and'in'connection'to'
life.



-25-

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Exchange thoughts, 

             Turn on your life…

Connect'to'
others'on'many'
levels.'Open'your'
mind'to'new'
thoughts.'Enjoy'
the'energy'that'is'
exchanged'from'

a'simple'
conversation.



-26-

     Describe yourself in a positive light…

Always!'Reward'yourself!



-27-

	 	 Listen to the melody your life is playing,

    Now dance to it, isn’t it the best thing?

Sometimes'we'become'so'worldly'that'we'forget'to'
feel'our'feelings,'spend'more'time'with'you'and'learn'

to'welcome'a'new'you.



-28-

Find a way…better yet, find a bridge to persistence…

We'might'get'lazy,'tired'and'lifeless'at'times.'This'time'is'solely'
yours'to'shine,'to'put'all'of'your'zest'into'the'path'of'inner'

freedom.



-29-

   Dissect your thoughts, your heart and soul, 
then plant the love you want to grow…

Many'of'us'want'the'perfect'life,'a'
wonderful'soul'mate'and'peace.'The'
best'way'to'your'goal'is'by'planting'
small'seeds'of'happiness'around'your'
heart'and'soul.'The'beauty'of'your'
aim'will'bring'closer'what'you’d'like'

to'grow.



-30-

 If you’re lost, just turn to the mirror.

 You’re right there…

We'may'get'distracted,'veered'or'
possibly'lose'control'of'ourselves.'
Look'within'and'ask'yourself'what'

you'really'love.



-31-

The sun shines even when it is resting…

At'times,'we'
can'only'see'
the'negative'
factors'in'
some'
situations.'
The'best'way'
to'challenge'
that'is'by'
feeling'and'
thinking'
positive'for'
your'sanity,'
for'your'
present'and'
for'your'
future.



-32-

	 	 Love true,

	 	 	 	 	 	 Love hard, 	
                                      Love like a superstar…

We'may'scare'ourselves'out'of'love,'because'we'are'vulnerable'to'having'deep'
feelings.'Sharing'it'with'someone'who'is'willing'to'do'the'same'can'only'heighten'

your'connection'to'self'and'your'mate.



-33-

  Generate freedom to your thoughts…

Seeing'what'may'have'blinded'you'in'the'past,'
may'teach'you'a'lesson'today.'Be'open`
minded.'Speak'with'an'open'mind.



-34-

When no one is there to wine and dine or cook 
for you, take charge & wine and dine yourself 
with love…

There'may'not'always'be'someone'to'
take'care'of'you.'Take'some'time'to'
love'yourself,'enjoy'the'moments'
with'you'as'they'come.'Life'is'
precious'in'every'way.'



-35-

Appreciate yourself …

Some'people'wait'to'be'thanked.'The'only'
person'who'should'thank'you'is'you'for'taking'

care'of'yourself.



-36-

 Believe your value,	 	 	
If you don’t know it, create it,

             Now use it to adore yourself…

The'more'importance'you'give'
yourself,'the'more'important'you'
become.



-37-

 Look presentable today. You never know where 
destiny will take you some day…

Today'you'may'get'a'promotion,'close'a'good'deal,'meet'a'
wonderful'person,'and'so'on…'so'always'look'and'feel'
your'best.



-38-

 As you create your future, success is riding with 
you on the passenger seat…

The'more'you'plan,'implement'and'follow'your'
dreams,'the'closer'you'are.'Success'is'entering'from'

the'right'direction.



-39-

Write your goals down, post them up somewhere 
you can see them… 

Dreams'come'true.'Believe,'implement'and'you’ll'see.



-40-

Become your ideal role model…

 

If'you'have'ever'looked'up'to'someone,'there'is'
a'reason'why'you'did.'You'wanted'to'be'like'

that'person,'so'why'not'emulate'with'your'own'
talent'the'success'you'saw?!



-41-

Motivate yourself when no one else will…

The'more'you'inspire'yourself,'the'more'others'will'be'
inspired'and'motivation'will'come'your'way.



-42-

              Be your biggest fan…

Take'your'goals'to'the'highest'level'of'
achievement.'It'pays'off!



-43-

             Keep your eyes open for new possibilities 
and act accordingly…

If'you'are'looking'for'better'chances,'
take'the'opportunity'that'Rits'you'the'
most.



-44-

            Take a tour of your career and make a 
contribution without fear…

Take'a'close'look'at'your'professional'life.'
Volunteer,'spare'some'time'without'
expectations'and'see'the'rewards.''Proceed'
without'fear!



-45-

            There is one person you can always count 
on and yes that is YOU!

Trust'yourself.'Only'you'can'make'the'best'
decisions'that'will'beneRit'your'health,'your'life,'
you'sanity'and'your'wealth.



-46-

           There is a reason why you have a vision. 
Design it, build it, nurture it and feel it…

Your'life'has'so'many'features,'that'it'
only'takes'you'to'use'them'to'your'

advantage.



-47-

           Help a hand in need not a hand in greed…

Give'to'those'who'are'struggling'to'make'the'
best'of'themselves,'not'to'take'advantage'of'
your'charity'or'your'wealth.



-48-

           You have the power to change the world, 
don’t underestimate your influence…

You'were'designed'to'do'as'much'and'
as'little'as'you'want.'



-49-
           

            You have the power to change the world, 
don’t underestimate your influence…

You'were'designed'to'do'as'much'and'
as'little'as'you'want.'



-50-
           

Become one with your mind and heart…

Sync'your'soul'to'this'world'and'feel'
as'one'with'the'universe.



-51-

           Clarity in your soul helps decisions easily 
flow…

Release'the'dirt'that'clogs'your'past.'
Create'a'new'beginning'and'allow'

your'thoughts'to'have'lucidity.



-52-

Dance, Dance, Dance alone or in romance…

Sing, Sing, Oh sing your favorite melody…

Let'go,'be'free.'Start'again.'Make'
music'with'your'feet.'Enjoy'the'small'
moments'that'teach'you'how'to'be'
happy.



-53-

Obstacles will always traverse our paths, but 
perseverance will break down barriers that may 
amass…

What'was'the'last'obstacle'you'had?'
How'did'you'move'through'it?'Keep'
doing'it'and'you’ll'make'it'very'far.



-54-

Supportive friendships lighten your day, 
brighten your mood, and strengthen your soul…

Think'about'your'closest'family'and'
friends.'Keep'them'close.



-55-

Feel the pulse of life…

When'was'the'last'time'you'brought'
excitement'into'your'life?'Don’t'wait!'
Make'it'phenomenal.



-56-

  Wait for no one to build your tomorrow…

	 	 	 You are royalty,

      You have the power…

Tomorrows'don’t'exist.'
Todays'do.



-57-

  Actions mimic your wishes…

If'you'think'of'making'a'change,'your'
actions'will'follow.



-58-

When you think about those who have had it 
worse, remember yourblessings and help those 
with less…

Feel'good'about'yourself.'Help'in'a'soup'
kitchen.'Give'clothes'to'a'homeless'person.'

Have'a'much`needed'conversation.



-59-

Prove yourself to yourself…

No'one'is'more'worthy'than'you.'You'don't'
need'to'show'off'to'others'how'good'you'
are,'just'know.



-60-

                                        Think larger today than you 
did yesterday…

Your'mind'is'a'sponge,'ready'to'absorb'
more'and'more.'Learning'is'the'best'
medicine'your'brain'can'get.



-61-

                                        No one can make better 
decisions than you, opt logically and heartily…

You'have'a'gut'for'a'reason.'It’s'the'most'
important'part'of'your'decision`making'

process.



-62-

                           Your happiness is your best 
feature…

When'you’re'happy,'you'smile.'Why'not'
Rlaunt'it'on'a'daily'basis?



-63-

                             Take opportunities even if they 
become your stepping-stones to others…

Taking'a'chance'can'lead'you'to'learning'a'
new'craft,'growing,'and'feeling'more'

prepared'to'take'upon'other'opportunities.



-64-

                             Unlimit your power to share…

Contributing'to'someone'or'someplace'will'
only'leap'more'luck'your'way.



-65-

Smile with life

       Smile with peace…

Life'has'so'many'great'surprises,'keep'
smiling.



-66-

       Don’t Starve your thoughts,

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Talk and walk!

Don’t'expect'anyone'to'give'your'anything'
unless'you'ask'for'it.'Remember'to'ask'for'
what'you'want.'Chances'are…you'will'get'it.



-67-

     Laugh until you can’t sit straight…

Life'may'have'its'downs'but'there'are'tons'
of'reasons'to'laugh.'



-68-

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Reminder:

Love limitlessly…

Unconditional'love'brings'you'to'another'
episode'in'your'life.'Never'give'up'on'it'and'

it'will'never'give'up'on'you.



-69-

       Enjoy Silence….

The'key'to'silence'is'listening'to'your'heart,'
enjoying'your'company'and'generating'
wonderful'thoughts'and'ideas.



-70-

If water and oil don’t mix, add sauce and make a 
feast…

If'you'Rind'yourself'in'a'position'where'the'
situation'may'be'getting'worse,'think'of'a'
solution'instead'of'thinking'of'the'worse.



-71-

       Time is artful, make art…

Use'your'time

as'beautifully'as

you'can.



-72-

   Love, feed, and place undivided attention 
    to your castle…

	 	 	 	 	 The rest is less of a hassle!

Your'home'and'your'family'should'receive'
the'best'of'your'time.'Make'it'memorable.



-73-

   Unvictimize yourself…

If'you'always'Rind'yourself'in'the'shadow,'
step'out'to'the'sun.



-74-

   If it doesn’t work, find out what does…

Stay'determined'in'getting'the'best'results'
in'any'and'every'aspect'of'your'life.



-75-

   Live in fantasy while bringing your dreams 
     into reality…

It’s'okay'to'dream'big.'Put'your'walk'into'it.



-76-

   Handle life the way you want life to handle 
you…

Whether'it'is'peacefully,'adventurously,'or'
spontaneously…take'control.



-77-

   Expose yourself with purpose…

Love, Amore, Amour, Amor

Uncover'your'
heart!



-78-

   No one can convince you….

Accept what’s real…

The'
reality'is'
usually'
quite'

clear.'If'
you'need'

to'be'
convince
d,'you’re'
denial'is'
reeking'

with'fear.'



-79-

	 	 	 Value what you have at home and 

   you’ll realize how outside forces can’t touch 
your throne…



-80-

	 	 	 Make every moment count! 

Each'second'spent'
with'yourself'or'

loved'ones,'makes'a'
world'of'difference.'

Enjoy'it!



-81-

  Your presence in this world is full of great 
impressions…

Leave'your'stamp!



-82-

 Be ambitious with your heart’s endeavors…

When'was'the'last'time'you'
were'so'ambitious,'that'you'
couldn’t'wait'to'achieve'your'

goal?'Do'it'on'a'daily!



-83-

	 	 	           Live with Power!

The'more'you'live'with'
excitement,'the'more'power'
you'give'your'everyday'life.



-84-

             Evolve with your thoughts…

Grow'with'each'step'you'take'forward.



-85-

                    Give…

Your'time,'your'friendship,'
your'honesty…



-86-

	 	 	              	  Eat in amazement,

Think in amazement,
Pray in amazement.

Be'you!'Be'Amazing!



-87-

	 When you think you have reached your limit, 

Continue creating …

Creativity'never'ends…
Free'your'mind…



-88-

  Look good for that special person…You!

Before'making'others'happy,'
make'yourself'count'Rirst!



-89-

Use your mind, body, and soul to remain in true 
control…

Connect'yourself'to'all'aspects'
of'your'aura.



-90-

        When it hurts, accept and release…

Liberating'pain'requires'
unleashing'unwanted'past'

thoughts.'Let'go…



-91-

     Trust yourself to make good decisions…

You'are'your'Rirst'best'friend.'



-92-

	 	 	     Show your love, 

	 	 	 	 	 write a letter, 

	 	 	 	 	 	 give a hug, 

       make a call…

Let'someone'know'that'you'
care…



-93-

	 	 	 Today is beautiful,

      Make the best of it…

Everyday'is'beautiful'in'its'
unique'way.



-94-

 Today can make you stronger, live in it…

You’ve'made'it'this'far.'Keep'
going.'You’re'the'god/goddess'

of'your'heart.



-95-

 Empower your abilities to greater positivity…

Feed'your'soul'with'
afRirmations'that'are'aligned'
with'your'ultimate'goals.



-96-

  Enjoy the memories and fulfill your present…

Keep'a'healthy'impression'of'
your'past'and'actively'develop'
a'gratifying'present.



-97-

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Go for it!

There’s more to it than you think…

Do'you'want'to'do'something,'
but'don’t'know'how'to'go'
about'it?'Take'one'step'

forward'and'keep'your'mind'
on'it.'There’s'always'something'

you'can'learn'from'it.



-98-

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Kiss with power!

Kiss'with'passion!'Kiss'so'deeply.'Kiss'to'bring'your'
minds'together'like'the'love'you'wish'to'manifest'
forever.'Kiss'to'let'your'emotions'free'where'beauty'
only'reveals'itself'oh'so'amazingly.



-99-

       Travel…

Take'voyages'to'a'higher'being.'Learn'about'
differences'and'accept'it.'Explore'new'avenues.



-100-

	 	 	 	 Execute your target goal, 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 because a distracting goal 

    will only draw away your main love…

The'more'you'put'attention'to'your'Rirst'love,'the'
less'you’ll'be'diverted'into'another'one...



-Bonus-

    Tap into your creativity and not your lack of 
artistry…

All'too'often'we'look'at'the'negative,'what'we'can’t'attain,'and'how'bad'
something'went.'No'more!'Credit'yourself,'innovate'yourself,'recreate'

yourself'like'no'one'else.'No'idea'is'silly!'Make'it'happen!



Thank you for finding another way to make your days brighter.

This book of quotes was created in order to encourage you to believe in 
life, in love, in yourself and your potential to make a difference personally 

and in society.

If you like this book of quotes, please contact me. I always look forward 
to writing more to inspire, to assist in boosting your power and your 

overall betterment. 

Share your stories.

www.jennifer-gutierrez.com



The Author, Jennifer Gutierrez, is an avid believer of encouraging, guiding and providing positive 
reinforcement to any and everyone surrounding her. This is her first book of quotes, which she 

prepared with great enthusiasm to motivate individuals in need. As she becomes more in tuned with 
life, with herself and others, she has the drive to help her readers feel the same way.


